I see a paperclip attached to the can. I think there is something in the can that makes it return. I think the interactions between the paperclip and whatever was in the can is related to it coming back.

I wonder if the size of the clip would change the motion of the can. I think that the paper clip has a role in the car's movement. I think that a larger rubber band would give it more elastic PE and therefore more KE and it would go further.

Great question! Law of Conservation of Energy might explain it. I wonder why the can seemed to go the same distance each time before coming back.

I see that there is a paper clip attached to the can. I see a hole with a big paper clip and rubber band around it. I think a rubber self-win and unwinding inside.

Thank you for noticing the rubberband...it helped me think about what might be causing the comeback can action once I thought of my related phenomenon. TS

I think a rubber band must be secured at each end so that it cannot spin (or it resists turn when whatever is attached causes the middle to wind around itself).
I See – I Think – I Wonder

**Alone Zone**
- Review the observations you recorded in your *I See – I Think – I Wonder* table.
- Choose one observation to share with the group and post it on our Jamboard using a **YELLOW** sticky note.
- Add your initial thinking about the observation using a **PINK** sticky note.
- If you recorded a question about the observation, add it to the Jamboard using a **BLUE** sticky note.

**Small Group**
Use the pen tool to place a check mark next to at least one observation, thinking or question you did not record in your own table.
Adding To/Revising Our Thinking

Alone Zone
Review the I See – I Think – I Wonder posts on the Jamboard and the related phenomenon shared in the chat window.

- Add to and/or revise your own thinking about the comeback can phenomenon.
- Post any new questions that arose or revise the question you originally posted.

Small Group
Use a PINK sticky note to add to at least one other group member’s thinking. Please include your first name or initials on the post.